Power Saving Sleep Mode Enhancement Mobile WiMAX Networks
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ABSTRACT
Recently, the use of mobile devices to run multimedia applications is becoming more popular. Such applications are known to be energy consuming. Since these devices are mostly battery powered with a limited battery life, energy saving strategies becomes vital for such systems operation. WiMAX systems utilize a standard sleep mode in order to reduce the mobile station (MS) power usage. It is also used to reduce the usage of base station (BS) air interface resources. IEEE 802.16e proposes three power saving classes (PSCs), depending on the type of the application(s) running on the device. However, when multiple applications that belong to different service types are operating simultaneously, the power consumption may increase due to overlapping among the used PSCs. In this work, a new mechanism is proposed to minimize power consumption of mobile WiMax devices. The proposed mechanism tries to eliminate the overlapping of PSCs by synchronizing the different PSCs. A simulation study is conducted and the simulation results indicate that the proposed mechanism can significantly reduce power consumption of MS; OPNET 14.5 modeler is the simulation tools that used in this work. However, this version of OPNET does not support sleep mode, but the sleep protocol is programmed (in this work) using C Language inside the modeler, in order to show the effect of the proposed mechanism to enhance the power saving.
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INTRODUCTION

IEEE 802.16e is an IEEE wireless broadband network standard that describes a developed broadband wireless communication technology in series of worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX).

The mobile WiMAX standard IEEE 802.16e introduces several new concepts related to mobility management and power management, two of the most fundamental requirements of a mobile wireless network. Although mobility and power management are often referred together, they are conceptually different. Power management enables the mobile station (MS) to conserve its battery resources (which it is the main subject of this paper). Also, mobility management enables the MS to retain its connectivity to the network while moving from the coverage area of
The standard specifies sleep mode as a power-saving mechanism. Sleep mode is a state in which MS conducts renegotiated periods of absence from the serving BS air interface. In this mode, the operation time of MS is extended by periodically turning off the MS transceiver in order to save power. IEEE 802.16e standard specifies three types of power-saving classes (PSCs) that are designed to handle different types of traffic. The main difference between these types is in the way that the sleep window is determined. The sleep window in type I is doubled every time if no traffic is sensed. In type II, the window remains constant. In type III, only one sleep window is used. According to the standard, PSCs of type I (PSCI) is recommended for best effort (BE) and non-real time (NRT) traffic, while type II (PSCII) used on the unsolicited guaranteed service (UGS) and real time variable rate (RTVR) service connection, PSCs of type III (PSCIII) is only used for multicast or management traffic [2][3]. PSCIII is not considered in this work. This work aims to solve the problem of power consumption that occurred when multi PSCs operated simultaneously in the same MS of WiMAX network, this problem generated because the overlapping between available interval and unavailable interval.

To reduce the amount of transmission power in overlapping, our mechanism has suggested for synchronizing the PSCI with PSCII, by equaling the Tmin (initial sleep window) with the Tmax (final sleep window) of PSCI and let PSCI works like PSCII.

Extensive research has been done on the power management of a mobile WiMAX, some of them tried to analyze and others tried to enhance.

[4], [5] and [6], studied, proposed and designed power-saving strategies for IEEE 802.16e sleep-mode operation. They evaluated performance of operation to find the optimal algorithm of different PSCs.

[7] and [8], proposed power-saving mechanisms to adjust unavailability interval when MS uses PSCs. They simulated mechanisms for the sleep-mode parameter to reduce consumption of the MSs.

[9] and [10], proposed an enhanced method to minimize the energy consumption of the MS as a whole while keeping the QoS requirements satisfied both non-real time and real time traffic.

[2] and [11], derived and used an algorithm with models for two performance metrics: initial sleep window Tmin and final sleep window Tmax. Their models showed the optimal Tmin and Tmax in minimizing the power consumption about 21-52 %.

Our work is an extended version for that has done in [12], a new mechanism is proposed that changes the PSCI settings and synchronize it with PSCII, therefore, the MS behaves as if it is under one PSCII. The simulation is used to evaluate the proposed mechanism. Three different scenarios are studied and compared. In the first scenario, the MS runs different applications without power management. In the second scenario, the original sleep mode in the MS is enabled, and in the third scenario, the proposed mechanism is applied.

Sleep Mode Operation
Power saving requires turning off parts of the MS in a controlled manner when it is not
actively transmitting or receiving data. Sleep mode is a state in which the MS effectively turns itself off and becomes unavailable for predetermined period. This period is negotiated with the serving BS. WiMAX defines three power saving classes, based on the manner in which sleep mode is executed. In PSCI, the sleep window is exponentially increased from a minimum value \((T_{min})\) to a maximum value \((T_{max})\). This is typically done when the MS is running BE service class and NRT traffic \([2]\).

Let \(T_j\) denote the \(n^{th}\) sleep window, which is given by (1):

\[
T_j = \min \{2^{-j} T_{min}, T_{max}\} \quad \ldots \quad (1)
\]

PSCII, on the other hand, use a sleep window with fixed length. As shown in (2):

\[
T_j = T_{min} \quad \ldots \quad (2)
\]

This mode is used for UGS and RTVR traffic. PSCIII is normally used for multicast traffic or management traffic to allow for one time sleep window \([1]\).

Figure 1 shows the algorithm of sleep mode in case of PSCI and PSCII, and let:

- \(T_p\): Transmission Power measured by W.
- \(SWTP\): Sleep Window Transmission Power measured by W.
- \(LWTP\): Listening Window Transmission Power measured by W.

![Figure (1) Sleep mode algorithm](image)

Figure 1 is used when programming the normal sleep protocol using C language and Proto-C inside OPNET modeler.
The Proposed Mechanism

The main goal of this work is to design an energy saving mechanism that reduces the energy consumption when multiple PSCs are running simultaneously. The overlapping of the PSC modes reduces the sleep intervals of MS, which increases the transmission energy consumption.

In a typical scenario, an MS may run multiple applications at the same time. A scenario is considered the MS runs voice over internet protocol (VoIP) and heavy hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) at the same time. These two applications belong to different service classes, UGS and BE respectively, two PSCs are applied, PSCII for UGS service class and PSCI for BE service class.

Figure 2 shows sleep mode operation for modes PSCII (first row) and PSCI (second row). The third row shows the overlapping of these two modes.

![Figure (2) Normal overlapping in different classes of PSCs](image)

The proposed mechanism modifies PSCI in order to increase the number of sleep windows. It does so, by modifying PSCI settings in order to make it behaves similar to PSCII. This is done by equating $T_{min}$ to $T_{max}$, this way PSCI does exactly as PSCII does. Hence, PSCI starts with $T_{min}$ and ends with $T_{max}$. In this case, both modes use sleep windows that are synchronized. In this case, the overlapping of PSCI and PSCII looks as two PSCII operated simultaneously with the same listening and sleep windows.

Figure 3 demonstrates the operation of the suggested mechanism. It shows how changing the settings of PSCI by equating the minimum sleep window with the maximum sleep window leads to constant sleep window (second row) that matches those of PSCII (first row).

![Figure (3) Overlapping in different classes of PSCs with new mechanism](image)

Comparing between Fig. 2 and 3, it can be noticed that the sleep windows in Fig. 3 have more overlapping than those in Fig. 2, which results in less energy consumption compared to Fig. 2. It is important to emphasize that this strategy is useful only when MS operates multiple...
multimedia applications that belong to different service classes. This strategy may not be useful in situations where the MS is running one class of service only.

Figure 4 shows the algorithm of the new proposed mechanism.

Figure (4) The new proposed algorithm

Figure 4 shows the algorithm that depends to program the new proposed mechanism inside OPNET modeler. In this algorithm, the next sleep window calculates depending on (2) for the two service classes BE and UGS.

Modeling

WiMAX is implemented with PSCI and PSCII sleep mode support using OPNET 14.5 modeler. The main scenario consists of WiMAX network consisting of one BS and one MS, no need to increase the number of MS, because the main goal is to study the influence of power consumption in MS, where the MS runs two applications, namely, VoIP and HTTP.

It is very important noted that the listening windows and sleep windows are measured in frames. Each frame has a fixed duration of a few milliseconds [13], this parameters defines the size, or length, of a frame [14].

Available frame durations are {2.5, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12.5, 20 msec}[15]. A 5 msec frame duration has a faster response at the trade off of increased overhead since the overhead is fixed, while the
20 msec has lower overhead in relation to the 5 msec frame at the cost of a slower system response [16].

5.8 GHZ frequency band is used in our model, which typically is licensed by various government authorities [17]. Table (1) shows the most important simulated system parameters.

### Table (1) Predefined parameters used in Modeling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Mode</td>
<td>PSCI &amp; PSCII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame Duration</td>
<td>5 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Window</td>
<td>5 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening window</td>
<td>5 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Duration</td>
<td>10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Frequency</td>
<td>5.8 GHz from [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>20 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Sleep Window</td>
<td>5 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Sleep Window</td>
<td>1024 msec from [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>VOIP &amp; HTTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Class</td>
<td>UGS &amp; BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browsing Type</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VoIP Type</td>
<td>PCM Quality Speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between BS and MS</td>
<td>1 km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Results Analysis

To analysis the affect of sleep mode on the transmission power and delay by comparing the output figures after activate the sleep mode.

### Transmission Power Measurement

The topology for the simulated WiMAX network is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 shows the MS which serves with BS of WiMAX network, is connected with two servers; one server provides VoIP service and the other provides HTTP service.
Three scenarios are considered in this simulation study:

(a) Sleep mode disabled: The MS runs two classes of service, UGS and BE, without sleep mode support. This scenario serves as a baseline for the simulation study.

(b) Normal sleep mode operation: In this scenario, the standard sleep mode is activated. The sleep mode operates according to the standard mechanism shown in Fig. 2.

(c) The proposed sleep mode mechanism: In this scenario, the MS employs the suggested sleep mode mechanism as shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 6, the transmission power (in dBm) is compared for all three scenarios, this figure is got from the standard outputs of OPNET modeler depending on the programmed algorithms defined in Fig. 1 and 4.
Figure 6 describes the following three states:
1: No send/receive data duration, sleep cycle activated with the proposed mechanism.
2: No send/receive data till this point, after this point the MS wakes up.
3: Received data, the MS wakes up.

Scenarios: (a), (b), and (c) are represented by the red curve, the blue curve and the green curve respectively. The energy consumption under the suggested mechanism is clearly less than that under the original mechanism, where the red curve is the transmission power without sleep mode, while the blue curve refers to the transmission power with normal sleep mode, the transmission power with new proposed mechanism represents with green curve. Also Fig. 6 shows that the green curve is passing close to the red because the power measurement is calculated by (3) [18]:

\[ X = 10 \log_{10} P + 30 \]  \hspace{1cm} \ldots \hspace{0.2cm} (3)

Where \( X \) is the power in dBm, and \( P \) is the power in W, the algorithms relation means a sensed difference in dBm leads to big difference in W. In order to see the difference with more indication, the average of transmission power is one of the standard outputs in OPNET modeler is used to explain the average value of any figure as shown in Fig. 7, which shows the average of transmission power with the three states in scenarios (a), (b) and (c).
The green curve shows transmission power less than the others, and this is the main goal of this work, where the proposed mechanism aims to reduce the transmission power. The percentage amount of power saving using the proposed mechanism can be calculated from the difference between blue signal and green signal is 2 dBm approximately, and the average value of blue signal is about 25 dBm.

**Delay Measurement**

In generally, the sleep mode affects the delay performance because the data has to wait in buffer till listening window reach, this waiting causing delay.

The aim of proposed mechanism is matching the PSCI with PSCII, in other words, changing the settings of PSCI to be mannered as PSCII by equaling the $T_{min}$ with $T_{max}$ and listening intervals with sleep intervals. This process is leading to make the multi sleep levels behaves as a single level of sleep mode.

MS feels PSCII operated, and as known, this type of class serves real time applications, so it can be supposed that the delay will be tiny, accepted and less than the delay in PSCI.

Figure 8 shows the delay when using HTTP application and describes the following two states:

1: No send/receive data during this duration, so sleep cycle activated.
2: Received data at wake up of MS.
Hence the HTTP application under BE service type which uses PSCI with double sleep window each next time; in this mechanism the HTTP application will be similar to PSCII, which its sleep windows remain constant, this eliminates the waiting of data leading to eliminate the delay, for this reason the green signal has delayed less than the blue signal.

The delay in VoIP remains as it is without any changing because the setting of its PSC does not change.

CONCLUSION

A power saving mechanism is proposed for a WiMAX MS that runs multiple classes of multimedia applications. A simulation study is conducted in order to compare the proposed energy saving mechanism to the original one. The presented simulation results show considerable enhancement in energy consumption over the original mechanism, the outputs of transmission power in OPNET modeler shows 8% of enhancement for this scenario.

The proposed mechanism changes the settings of PSC I to overcome the overlapping between PSCI and PSCII, this is very simple to do with no cost comparing with literature studies which present a new design for layers that is a little increase of complexity.

The enhancement is attributed to the fact that the proposed mechanism synchronizes the sleep periods of PSC I with those for PSC II. It is important to mention that this mechanism is useful only when PSCI and PSCII are operated together and will not be useful when the MS operates applications under the same service class.
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